
South Africa’s 6th-place standing in the World

Economic Forum’s 2009 Gender Gap Index shows

that the country’s egalitarian policies are bearing fruit

in the labour market. However, not included in the

index’s indicators are the disproportionately high HIV

infection rates amongst women, and the shockingly

high levels of gender-based and sexual violence.

Clearly, the nation is far from gender parity when

these factors are considered, and both women and

men both need to be equally empowered personally

and socially.

The gender inequality that exists in South African

soccer is representative of gender inequality in the

country as a whole. In South Africa, soccer is still

perceived as a boys’ sport, with netball positioned

as the female alternative. The trouble is, netball

has few supporters and fewer opportunities. As

the FIFA World Cup comes to South Africa in 2010,

its success as a catalyst for gender equality may

well depend on the extent to which organisers use

the event to promote soccer as a sport for both

genders.

WhizzKids United before a game

Levelling the Playing Field:

WhizzKids United promoting gender equality

By Thomas Farrar
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One of the best ways that the 2010 World Cup can

promote gender equality is by increasing female

involvement in soccer – as players, coaches and

supporters. The 2002 FIFA World Cup in Japan and

Korea has been called “the feminised World Cup”

owing to the extent to which it was marketed to

women. Certainly, such a marketing strategy for 2010

would be healthy.

Marcus McGilvray, CEO of non-profit The Africaid

Trust, believes in the power of soccer to drive social

change and this belief has become the catalyst for the

formation of WhizzKids United, a school-based

intervention that uses soccer to teach life skills, HIV

prevention and awareness, and challenge gender

stereotypes. The programme practices the gender

equality that it preaches by involving boys and girls

equally in its soccer-based games and drills, thereby

narrowing the gender gap that exists in soccer.

Throughout the six-session Life Skills Football Training

and the subsequent Graduation Tournament, kids play

in mixed-gender teams.

WhizzKids United originated in South Africa’s KwaZulu-

Natal province in 2006, and has now expanded to

the country’s North West and Western Cape provinces,

with over 10,000 WhizzKids having been enrolled

to date. The programme’s genius lies in its use

soccer as a hands-on - or rather, feet-on - metaphor

to illustrate valuable life lessons, and promote mutual

understanding and respect between the boys and girls

on and off the pitch.

The majority of WhizzKids United programme

facilitators are women. Among these facilitators are

Nobuhle Majola and Phindile Brende of Edendale, a

semi-rural community outside Pietermaritzburg,

KwaZulu-Natal province. The province remains the

epicentre of South Africa’s HIV epidemic.

Majola commented on the way the boys react to the

programme. “We start by making girls play with boys

in one team in our first session. Girls and boys face

different obstacles to their goals (in life), so we make

them recognise the obstacles that are standing in their

way, and how to work together to overcome them,”

she said. “Boys really do not enjoy the (first) game

and they say it is boring playing with girls. Once we

teach them about gender stereotypes they start to

understand that they are all equal.”

When the graduation tournament comes around, boys

learn that only by involving all of their teammates –

girls included – can they hope to win the trophy. This

reinforces life skills taught throughout the course in

which kids learn if when men and women understand

each other and work together, they can achieve their

goals, whether its winning a trophy or building healthy

relationships.

The WhizzKids United programme is accredited by

FIFA through its Football for Hope social responsibility

movement. If World Cup stakeholders, including

government and corporate sponsors, follow FIFA’s lead

and throw their collective weight behind programmesWhizzKids United facilitator Nobuhle Majola    Photo: Thomas Farrar
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that use soccer to promote gender equality, then the

2010 World Cup may prove to be the beginning of a

social revolution resulting in the empowerment of

women on and off the pitch. Gender parity in South

Africa has not yet been achieved, but the means to

correct this may be right at our boot-tips.
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Girls play, coach and referee all the games Photo: Sarah Forde


